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Lillgllistics alld statistics: Early ill roads 

It was in the early nmeteen forties that Professor Prashanta Chandra 
Mahalanobls who was basically a physicist and a renowned statistician and 
also interested in other disCiplines planned to bridge ItngUistics with statistics. 
In this project he collaborated with Suniti Kumar ChatterJ i, a well-known 
comparative philologist. This project culminated into a gigantic project of 
countmg word frequencies of Bangia (Indic) literature with a view to map 
the stylistic variations of different authors m order to supply vocabulary 
entnes for a standard dictIOnary, and similar projects. The project also had 
ambitious plans to observe the changmg mode and development of the 
Bangia language by analyzing selected and representative hterature, which 
Included Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, an accomplished Bengah novehst 
and Rabindranath Tagore, the well-known poet, novehst and Nobel laureate. 
Another notable fact is that Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, a well known 
educatIOnist, who collected Bangia words with their frequency of 
occurrences m as early as late 19 C. with a view to write a primer, was the 
first person m India to conceive the Idea of Statistical Linguistics and 
language plannlllg (Bandyopadhyay and Debnath, 1996). It was in the late 
nmeteen Sixties that the name text linguistics was coined, though references 
to this branch are naturally rooted in the early history oflinguistics. Along 
with the new referent came a new substantial idea, namely the Idea of text 

coherellce based on text referellces 

The nse of text lingUistics and ItS constitution as a scientific branch 
certainly does not mean the end of the classical branches deahng with 
texts, e.g. stylistics ofhterally cnticism. The same is valid for the quantitative 
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approaches in Iinguistlcs. Essayistic treatment of language and Its phenomena 
IS not touched by stressing the methodological sciences. 

According to Altmann (1991.33) "texts or their parts have physical, 

socIOlogical, psychological, linguistic, semiotic and mformation-theoretical 
aspects, in addition, during the COUTse of text generation emergent 
textological patterns arise, e.g., rhyme, chaotic sequences, frequency 

distributions, aggregates, style, etc. a proper examinatIOn of the various 
facets makes up a vast sCIentific area m whIch researchers from several 

dlsclpltnes are engaged." Altmann ibid adds that there IS a wealth of 

mathematIcal methods with the aId of which, specific problems could be 
solved, or which could trigger the construction of partial tbeories or add 
new d,mension to already eXlstmg ones. 

Though earlter efforts to apply quantitative methods in the Indian 

context was restricted to text analysis, gradually other areas like language 
Icachmg and testmg, socioltnglllstics, especIally language attitudmal studIes, 
psycholinguistics, historical lmguistics and stylistics, started to use statlstical 
methods. Computational ltnguisllcs has emerged as a very strong discipline 

in recent years especially to bndge the gap between major Indian languages, 

WIth the development of morphological analysers, operatmg systems 10 Indian 

languages, spell checkers, electronic dictIOnaries, language modelmg systems 
and the like. Research was also imtlated in the fields of speech processing, 

pattern recogmtion and Image process mg. 
The paper looks at the use of quantitahve methods by the author and 

other quantitallve hnguists 10 the Indian multilingual context in a few domains 

of lmgulstlcs like text analysis, parameters of vocabulary balance, measuring 
language dIstance using the Mahalanobis D', stylistics, quantIficatIOn 10 
language attitudinal stud,es and the measurement of bilingualism. 

Quantitative allalysis of text: An Indiall experiellce: Chaudhry and 

Debnath (2001) 

In thIS study based on data from a complete word count of Rabindranath 
Tagore's "Galgaguccha" (short stories. Parts I to IV), the hypotheSIS of 

vocabulary balance was tested. 
According to Zipf( 1949:22) "we obviously do not know whether there 

IS 10 fact such a thmg as vocabulary balance between OUT hypothetical 
forces of unification and diversification since we do not know whether 

human be\llgs IDvariably economIse with the expenditure of thel[ effort; for 
that, after all, is what we are trying to prove" The paper looks at the 
evidence of vocabulary balance in Tagore's "Galpaguccha"· 39,145 different 
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words in the 315,850 running words were counted. The words are ranked 
III the decreasing order of their frequency of occurrence. The 10,h most 
frequent word (r= 10) occurs 1,854 times if= 1,854) The 100,h word (r= 

100) occurs 355 times if= 355) The relationship between r and/in the 
vocabulary in "Galpaguccha" is to a large extent uniform except for the 
10'" and 20'" rank and tends to regularize after the 30'h rank. The reason 
for this is likely to be that the percentage of common words between the 
10,h and the 30,h rank IS not very high and the different words are more 
evenly distributed over the other ranks as is evident from the following 
Table I, which contains the rank distribution In percentage of the 100 most 
common words III "Galpaguccha" (Parts 1-4). 

Table I' T he rank distribution in percentage of the 100 most common words in 

"Galpaguccha" (Parts 14) 

World rank in Frequency of Percenlage of 
Galpaguecha occurrence of word total words 

1-10 30319 9.6 
11-20 14276 4.5 
21-30 10847 3.4 
3040 9320 3.0 
41-50 8004 2.5 
51-6> 6561 2.1 
61-70 5303 1 7  
71-80 4492 1.4 
81-90 4109 1.3 

91 100 3644 1.2 
Total 96875 30.7 

In conclusion we may say that Tagore in "Galpaguccha" manifests a 
trend that whenever a person uses words to convey meanings he will 
automatically try to get his ideas most effiCiently by seeking a balance 
between the economy of a small wieldy vocabulary of more general 
reference on the one hand and the economy of a larger one of more precise 
reference on the other, In accordance with Zlpf's (1949) prediction of a 
vocabulary balance between our Iheoretlcal forces of IInijicalioll and 
diversijicalioll 
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Mahalanobis as a language planner: Bandyopadhyay & Debnalh 

(1996) 

This paper argues that statlshcal countmg of texts would help to develop 

pnmers for nco-literates, printing technology and other related areas apart 

from the scope of domg stylishc analysis. In this connection, this paper 

looks IfMahalanobis' economic planmng (India's second five-year plan) IS 

related to his language planning. According to the authors, this type of 

language planning IS called quantitative plannmg. 

Mahalanobis distances can be used m analyzing cases in dlscrimmant 

analYSIS. For instance, one might wish to analyze a new, unknown set of 
cases III comparison to an ex I stlllg set of known cases. Mahalanobis distance 

IS the distance between a case and the centroid for each group (of the 

dependent) 111 attribute space (n-dImensional space defined by n variables). 

A case will have one Mahalanobls distance for each group, and It will be 

classified as belonging to the group for whIch Its Mahalanobis distance is 

smallest. Thus, the smaller the Mahalanobis dIstance, the closer the case is 

to the group centroid and the more likely It is to be classed as belonging to 

that group. Smce Mahalanobis distance IS measured in terms of standard 

deVIations from the centroid, therefore a case whIch IS more than 1.96 

Mahalanobls distance units from the centroid has less than 05 chance of 

belonging to the group represented by the centroid, 3 U11lts would likewise 

correspond to less than 0 I chance. 

An Analogue of the WARING - HERDAN formulae for lexical 

distributions: Sircar (1972) 

In thIS paper S,rcar (1972) states that the constantly decreasing progression 

(in a lexical distribution) of the number of words used once, twice, thrice, 
in any sufficiently large sample via mathematical expressIOn m giving the 

theoretical probabihty values accounts for the pattern of decrease of the 

Size of classes found m leXical distributIons. Sircar (ibid) is of the opimon 

that no theoretical fOimulae can hope to tally exactly with leXIcal distribution. 

The reason for this IS that lexical distributions are considerably influenced 

by stylistIc differences and stylistic traits. Nevertheless, the Warmg-Herdan 

formulae and the analogue both seem to hold promise of future improvement 

and greater msight into the nature of language. 
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Qllalltificatioll of stylistic traits: A statistical appr oach. 

Bagavandas and Manimal1l1all (2004) 

This paper IS an attempt to identify distinct stylistic features of three Tamil 
scholars belonging to a contemporary period and also to try to quantify the 
writing styles of these authors using eighteen styhstic features. These 
stylistic features have been categorized as eleven morphological variables, 
four habitual words and three function words. In terlns of methods,ANOYA 
technique, two sample I-statistic and Fac/or analysis are used to measure 
the given stylistic traits and also to identify traits that have a higher frequency 
of occurrence. 

Lallgllage attitlldes of a lillgllistic millority ill a regiollal area: 

Cholldh,y (/982) 

ThiS paper exammes the language attitudes of the Bangia community in 
Hyderabad, south India. The respondents were asked to fill m a questionnaire 
based on the Likert method The subjects' attitudes towards Telugu Hindi, 
Bangia and English were tested. Statements were mainly on [a] 
cOl11munlcattve choice, [b] vocational Importance, [c] mediul11 of mstructlon 
tn higher educatton, and regarding Bangia [d] retention of the mother tongue 
and ethl1lc Identity 

With a view to examining the extent to which the responses given to 
various statements were interrelated, we examll1ed the association between 
responses to a few pairs of statements. To this end we prepared jomt 
frequency distributIOn of responses to each of several pairs of statements 
and applied the Chi-square test (X2 to check whether the responses to the 
two statement items were completely independent or not. The following 
statements were considered for analysis. 

Statement Statement 
No: 

11.1 In our country English and not Hmdl is the best language as the 
medium of instruction in school and for higher education. 

11.2 Knowledge of Enghsh is essential in offering better future 
prospects m the vocational field. 

11.3 Establishing ulllversities with the regional language as the 
medium of mstructlon should be encouraged. 
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11.4 Learning the regional language IS more important than cultivatmg 

one's mother tongue. 
1l.l0 

IUS 

1 1.18 a 

IU8h 

Text books 10 English are of a better standard than books in 

other languages in professional fields. 

You feel concerned about your children since they find it difficult 

to retain theIr mother tongue. 

English is more convenient than Telugu (lang. of interaction). 

HindI IS more convenient than Telugu (lang. of Interaction). 

Before computing the X' CrIterIo n  to test the hypothesis of 

Independence of (i.e. zero association between) the responses to the two 

question-items, pooling of neighbouring classes had to be resorted to in 

order to ensure sufficIent frequencies. In general, the 'undecIded' category 

was amalgamated with the 'dIsagree' categOlY and the contingency tables 

reduced to 2 x 2 tables. For all the 2 x 2 tables, Yate's correctlOn for contIJ1uity 

was applied In computIng the value of X' The results are summarized in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: Association between responses to selected pairs of question items. 

Statements exomined 
,,' 

j ", value d[ slgnmcance c::: N +x2 

1 2 3 4 5 

11 1 and 11 2 6754 1 significant 
0.5024 

at 0, 1% 

11 1 and 11 3 0.10 1 non-slgnificant 0.0223 

11.4 and 11 15 4.64 4 non.slgnificant 0.1507 

11 18a and 15 51 1 :::tgnificant at 0.2681 
11 ISh 01% level 

Therefore the results show that In many cases the null hypothesis of 

complete mdependence was rejected by the ChI-square test indIcating that 

the responses to the two items were far from random and unrelated. In 

such cases the C-coefficlent of contIngency would measure the extent of 

associatIon between the two sets of responses. For example the degree of 
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associal1On between responses to the II 18a and II 18b was found to be 

moderate, but high for the association between responses to statements 

II I and 11.2. The C-value for statements II I vs. 11.3 is low - which is 

obvIous because the same subjects cannot be contradictory in their response 

to [I] favourable to English and [2] favourable to the regional language. 

Lallguage attitude of the Oriya immigrallt populatioll ill Kolkata: 

Duttamajumdar (2008) 

The study investigates and analyses motivational factors responsible for 

language choice and use of the Oriya (lndic) immigrant population in 

Kolkata, India. While examining the aspect of environmental languages in 

different domains, it tries to establish a process of acculturation on one 

hand and language ma1l1tenance on the other. The paper also looks at 

the socioeconomics of power relationships. The author uses the Studenl S 
I-test to establish the degree of favourable responses towards Oriya. In 

conclusion the author feels that there IS a process of amalgamation towards 

BangIa, the dominant language of the region. 

The adaptability of certai" bilillgual measuremellt models ill the 

Illdian bilingual colltext: Choudhry (I 996) 

To begin with, the author looks at the adaptability of tests of bilingual 

measurement used in the west, in the Indian context. At first he used the 

McCarthy (1930) and Davis (1937) method to determine the threshold of 

bilingualism. The two languages which were tested were BangIa and Telugu 

among BangIa-speaking pre-school-age children in an environment dominated 

by the Telugu (Dravidian) language. 

Results showed that traces of bilingualism were found even amongst 

2-year-olds. But the number of words per verbalisations in BangIa was 

better than in Telugu among pre-school-age BangIa-speaking children. 

The adaptability of the Discrete point James Language Dominance 

Test (1975) was tried next on 30 3-5 yr.-old Bangla-speakmg children spread 

over five age groups to determine their dominance in either BangIa, English 

or Telugu, which are the languages m the verbal repertoire of the children. 

Procedure included 20 pictures which would evoke one-word or two-word 

responses; questions were mainly in the form of, "what IS this?", "where IS 

thiS "and "what is the .. ?" Phonological variatIOns were overlooked if It 

was only one per word and for 1110re than one, one minus mark was awarded. 

The maX1l11Um score possible per subject was 40 points. 
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Based on the results, the subjects were put mto 3 categones to ascertain 
their language dommance and bilingual proficiency The subjects were 
categonsed thus. 

A Ll dominant 
B bilingual plus U/L2/U 

C proporMnate bilingual [Ll/L2) or [U/U) 

Another test was carned out USIng the "The bilingual syntax measure" 
(Burt et ai, 1981), on 12 school-age chJidren both boys and girls in the age 

group 4+, 5+ and 6+ whose L I was Bangia, L2 Engltsh and U Telugu. The 
three languages were tested separately and the test mcluded twenty 

questions, not necessarily translatIOn equIvalents, that were intended to ehcit 
parllcular grammatical structures about a series of seven pictures which 
were self-expressive. The responses were rated on a six-point scale for 

acceptability and pomt value. The discrete system of scoring was also used. 
Comprehension capacity and reaction tIme was taken into account while 
evaluating the sentences. 

The paper looked at the use of quantitatIve methods by the author and 

other quantitatIve lingUIsts in the IndIan multilingual context m a few domams 

ofhngulstlcs like text analysis, parameters of vocabulary balance, measunng 
language dIstance uSing the Mahalallobis D', styltstics, quantificatIon in 
language altltudmal studIes and the measurement ofbilmguahsm. 

Though the paper was a modest attempt to explaIn the use of 
quantitative methods by the author and other quantitative linguists in the 
Indian multilmgual context, one should bear in mind that recent approaches 
to the use ofstattsticts in built around study deSIgn, data collectIon, and data 
analysis, and wIth the avaJiabihty of appropriate technology, numerous 
question may anse as to how content should change to enhance statistical 
thinkmg and understanding of concepts over rote use of standard procedures. 
We need to re-emphaslze that the proper interpretatlOn of figures and 
transformIng them into tha domain of logIcal reasoning IS what is more 
Important to Increase the scope of proper application of quantitative methods. 
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This paper attempted to review the status of methodology 10 quantitative 

IlOgUIStlcs and its relevance in exploring new avenues of research The 

paper also looked at the use of quantitative methods by the author and 

other quantitative linguists 10 the Indian multillOgual context in a few domains 

of lingUistics l ike text analysis, parameters of vocabulary balance, articulatory 

evaluatIOn of speech sounds uSlOg a global scale, measuring language 

distance using the Maha/allobis D', the process oflanguage standardization 

us 109 set theory, quantification In language attitudinal studies and the 

measurement of bilingualism. 
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